CGP/32/10  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 103 – 11 Aug 1977
CGP/32/11  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 566 – 19 Oct 1977
CGP/32/12  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 91 – 12 Jun 1979
CGP/32/13  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 543 – 20 Jun 1979
CGP/32/14  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 671 – 28 Jan 1981
CGP/32/15  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 1577 – 19 Feb 1983
CGP/32/16  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 1860 – 2 Mar 1983
CGP/32/17  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 1296 – 26 Apr 1984

CGP/33/1-23  (1979-1983)

Exports & Imports: MDM5 Data

Working Papers and Computer Program Printouts of GEM Program/ Data

CGP/33/1  Folder containing working papers and tables of UK Production Accounts Trade Data
CGP/33/2  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 109 – 4 Dec 1979
CGP/33/3  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 171 – 12 Dec 1979
CGP/33/4  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 254– 18 Dec 1979
CGP/33/5  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 669– 5 Jan 1980
CGP/33/6  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 366– 19 Jan 1980
CGP/33/7  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 615– 27 Feb 1980
CGP/33/8  Computer printout of GEM Job No. 690– 27 Feb 1980
CGP/33/10 Computer printout of GEM Job No. 1327– 23 Jul 1981
CGP/33/11 Computer printout of GEM Job No. 792– 12 Jun 1982
CGP/33/12 Computer printout of GEM Job No. 1142– 14 Jun 1982
CGP/33/13 Computer printout of GEM Job No. 639– 29 Sep 1982
CGP/33/14  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 1183- 20 Oct 1982
CGP/33/15  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 522- 15 Dec 1982
CGP/33/16  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 989- 16 Dec 1982
CGP/33/17  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 46- 23 Dec 1982
CGP/33/18  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 411- 6 Jan 1983
CGP/33/19  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 1061- 14 Jan 1983
CGP/33/20  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 695- 15 Jan 1983
CGP/33/21  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 1745- 19 Jan 1983
CGP/33/22  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 688- 10 Nov 1983
CGP/33/23  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 1219- 8 Dec 1983

CGP/34/1-13  (1980-1987)
UK Imports & Exports Data MDM7

CGP/34/1  Folder containing notes on Trade Converters (1980 SIC)
CGP/34/2  Folder containing correspondence and data from Dept of Trade and Industry on Overseas Trade Data
CGP/34/3  Folder Export/Import Data containing correspondence and data from Dept of Trade and Industry, tables, calculations and computer printout of data, MDM7 Datasheet of Macro-variables
CGP/34/4  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 27 – 23 Dec 1982 (QM Constant (1975) prices)
CGP/34/5  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.567 – 4 Jan 1983 (QM Constant prices on DB11)
CGP/34/6  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.422 – 6 Jan 1983 (QX Deflators)
CGP/34/7  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.1600 – 11 Jan 1983 (Writes QX 1975 prices to DB11)
CGP/34/8  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.1588 – 14 Jan 1983 (QX current prices on D/B)
CGP/34/9  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.4524 – 5 Sept 1984 (QM/QX Data)

CGP/34/10  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.7590 – 21 Nov 1984 (BIGDAB01)

CGP/34/11  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.370 – 15 May 1986 (Analyse XM CURR Prices)

CGP/34/12  Computer printout of GEM  Job No.3228 – 30 Apr 1987

CGP/34/13  Computer printout of GEM  Job No. 1587 – 30 Jun 1987

CGP/35/1-5  (1972-1983)

ANSAM (Annual Social Accounting Matrix Project – to update I-O tables)
SNA Adjustment, CSO Data and Correspondence

CGP/35/1  *Folder containing correspondence with Central Statistics Office (1979-83) relating to National Income Blue Book*

CGP/35/2  *Folder Sector Incomes and Expenditures containing working papers, tables, data from CSO, calculations.*

CGP/35/3  *Folder ANSAM containing working papers, notes, tables and calculations*

CGP/35/4  *Folder; CSO containing working papers, data and tables*

CGP/36/1-6  (1963-1985)

ANSAM Raw Data

CGP/36/1  *Folder containing CSO data including Imports and Absorption Matrices 1963 Census, tables on analysis of consumer expenditure 1963-1972*

CGP/36/2  *Folder containing working papers, tables, data from CSO, calculations.*

CGP/36/3  *Paper: 1980 Input-Output Tables United Kingdom*

CGP/36/4  *Folder containing EUROSTAT (Computer printout: 1979 & 1980 United Kingdom Imports TH. C Producers' Prices)*

CGP/36/5  *Paper: Public expenditure and models of the British economy. A memorandum to the public Expenditure (General) Sub-Committee.*
By T.S. Barker, 1971

CGP/36/6   Folder containing computer printouts of data, dated 11 Nov 1985,  
Computer program source not known)

CGP/37/1-7   (1976-1980)

EEC Energy Study: EXPLOR-UK Contract between DAE/Cambridge  
Econometrics/ERC

CGP/37/1 Folder containing correspondence between DAE and Batelle Centre de  
recherché de Geneve, Switzerland and Batelle Frankfurt and Brussels.  
Includes contract between DAE and EEC for Energy Study, Interim and  
Progress Reports (1976-1977)

CGP/37/2 Folder containing correspondence between DAE and Batelle Centre de  
recherché de Geneve, Switzerland and Batelle Frankfurt and Brussels.  
Includes Invoices, Minutes and Notes from meetings (1977-1980)

CGP/37/3 Folder **EEC Energy Project** containing notes, calculations and  
data.

CGP/37/4 Folder marked EXPLOR-UK Notes containing notes, working papers,  
tables, calculations and computer printout of data.

CGP/37/5 Computer printout of GEMEX.A Job. 556 – 5 Jan 1979

CGP/37/6 Computer printout of GEMEX.B Job. 289 – 28 Mar 1979

CGP/37/7 Computer printout of EXPLCAM.CL Job. 265 – 30 Mar 1979

CGP/38/1-3   (1960-1987)

Annual Reports & Progress Reports

CGP/38/1 Folder:  
containing:  
CGP/38/1.1 Empirical Models of Growth: the British Economy  
in the Next Ten Years'

CGP/38/1.2 Letter from R Stone to Mr Slater, Ford  
Foundation requesting financial assistance dated  
12.12.60

CGP/38/1.3 Letter to Mr O’Connell, Ford Foundation responding to  
questions raised regarding similar econometric research  
funded by the Foundation, dated 20.4.61

CGP/38/1.4 Report to the Ford Foundation on research  
in the year ending 31 October 1962.

CGP/38/1.5 Report to the Ford Foundation on research  
in the year ending 31 October 1963.
CGP/38/1.6  Progress Report of The Model of Economic Growth, by A Brown, dated 12.10.64
CGP/38/1.7  A Final Report to the Ford Foundation by Richard Stone, dated December 1968.
CGP/38/1.8  Paper titled Appendix B: A Report for the year ended 31 October 1970 by the P.D. Leake Professor of Finance and Accounting, Cambridge University.
CGP/38/1.9  The P.D. Leake Trust Reports and Accounts for the year ended 31st October 1970

Folder:  CGP Annual Reports (not DAE) after 1971 containing:
CGP/38/2.1  letter dated 23.2.70 from EEC requesting exchange of information on current research between institutions specializing in mathematical-economic methods, with reply from T.S. Barker, dated 7.5.70 and Project Reports for 1968,1969 & 1979 attached.
CGP/38/2.2  EEC: Co-operation in Mathematical Models and Computer Techniques (MATHECO) List of names and addresses of Institutes authorised by their governments to participate in a scheme for annual exchange of information, dated February 1970.
CGP/38/2.3  EEC Reports on current research during the year 1970 on the use of mathematical methods in economic analysis. Addendum 1. ME/PPD/71/D.12 dated 31.7.71
CGP/38/2.4  Report for the year ended 1972 by the P.D. Leake Professor of Finance and Accounting, University of Cambridge (CC)
CGP/38/2.5  Letter dated 18.2.72 from J Royer, Director, Projections and Programming Division, United Nations regarding continuation of reporting scheme of MATHECO Programme
CGP/38/2.6  Summary of Report by the United Nations Economic and Social Council regarding developments in the use of mathematical-economic models in Europe 1969-71
CGP/38/2.7  Paper: Growth and Fluctuations in the British economy: projections for planning. For period Oct 1967-73. (CC)
CGP/38/2.8  Report for the two years ended Dec 1974 by P.D. Leake Professor of Finance and Accounting, University of Cambridge (PC)
CGP/38/2.11  Photocopy of a Report for the three years ended Dec 1977 by P.D. Leake Professor of Finance and Accounting, University of Cambridge
CGP/38/2.12  Letter dated 21.12.73 from W Godley, Director, DAE to Mr Kutscher, DG for Industrial and Technological
Affairs CEC, Brussels agreeing to proposal of research contract. (PC)
CGP/38/2.13-19 Form letters from J Royer, UN requesting annual report contribution (1974-80) with copies of reports from CGP. (PC)

CGP/38/3 Folder containing Progress Reports for the period 1966-1976


Progress Reports, Annual Reports and Reports on Activities - Growth and Fluctuations in the British Economy: Projections for Planning

CGP/39/1 Folder: CGP DAE Progress Reports 1974- (Top copies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.1</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Oct 1974-31 Mar 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.2</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Apr 1975-30 Sep 1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.3</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Oct 1975-31 Mar 1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.4</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Apr 1976-30 Sep 1976 (first page missing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.5</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Oct 1976-31 Mar 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.6</td>
<td>Progress Report to the Committee of Management 1 Oct 1976-30 Sep 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.7</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Apr 1977-30 Sep 1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.8</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Oct 1977-31 Mar 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.9</td>
<td>Progress Report to the Committee of Management 1 Oct 1977-30 Sep 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.10</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Apr 1978-30 Sep 1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.11</td>
<td>Progress Report to the Committee of Management 1 Oct 1978-30 Sep 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.12</td>
<td>Progress Reports 1 Oct 1978-31 Mar 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.13</td>
<td>Progress Report to the Committee of Management 1 Oct 1979-30 Sep 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.14</td>
<td>Progress Reports by individual members of the Project 1 Oct 1979-31 Mar 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.15</td>
<td>Progress Reports by individual members of the Project April-September 1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.16</td>
<td>Progress Reports for the six months 1 Oct 1980-31 Mar 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.17</td>
<td>Progress Report to the Committee of Management 1 Oct 1980 - Sep 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.18</td>
<td>Progress Reports for the six months 1 Apr 1981-30 Sep 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.19</td>
<td>Progress Reports for the year to 30.9.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.20</td>
<td>Progress Report to the Committee of Management 1 Oct 1981 - Sep 1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.21</td>
<td>Progress Reports for the six months 1 Oct 1982-31 Mar 1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGP/39/1.22</td>
<td>Progress Reports for the six months 1 Apr 1983-31 Sep 1983</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CGP/39/1.23 Progress Report to the Committee of Management 1 Oct 1982 - Sep 1983
CGP/39/1.24 Individual Progress Reports for the year to 30 Sep 1984
CGP/39/1.25 Individual Progress Reports 1 Oct 85-30 Sep 1985
CGP/39/1.26 Progress Reports by Individual members of the Project 6 months to 30 Sep 1985
CGP/39/1.27 Growth and Fluctuations in the British Economy. Projections for Planning - Report to the Committee of Management. Activities in the year to 30 September 1986

CGP/39/9 Growth and Fluctuations in the British Economy: Projections for Planning. Report to the Committee of Management on Activities in the year to 30 Sep 1984
CGP/39/12 Folder containing various correspondence of related administration matters on Progress Reports and Annual Reports
Social Science Research Council (SSRC): Grant applications and correspondence between CGP and the research funding body which supported the CGP from 1967-1983

CGP/40/1 Folder: Grant Applications: SSRC 1969-77 containing:
   CGP/40/1.1 Copy of SSRC grant application with publications of Professor JRN Stone attached dated 8.1.69
   CGP/40/1.3 Draft copy of SSRC grant application with publications of CGP members attached dated 8.1.69
   CGP/40/1.4 SSRC Economics Committee Site Visit 31.1.73 Suggested Topics for discussion
   CGP/40/1.5 Handwritten notes and calculations regarding estimates for five year period 1.1.73-31.12.77
   CGP/40/1.7 Report: Commercial Exploitation, a rebuttal to Cunningham’s report by the Economics Council (Sep 1975) with a letter from Richard Stone to SSRC in response to Cunningham’s report (5.11.73)
   CGP/40/1.8 Copy of Growth and Fluctuations in the British Economy: Projections for Planning. Note in support of an application for renewed Treasury finance

CGP/40/2 Folder: Grant Applications: SSRC 1977-79 containing:
   CGP/40/2.1 Copy of SSRC grant application with members publications attached, dated 28.8.75
   CGP/40/2.2 Copy of Growth and Fluctuations in the British Economy: Projections for Planning. Note in support of an application for finance 1977-81
   CGP/40/2.3 Letter from L.A. Dicks-Mireaux, Bank of England regarding CGP request of Bank’s financial support
   CGP/40/2.4 Handwritten notes on project overheads
   CGP/40/2.5-7 Correspondence between CGP and SSRC regarding end of grant reports.

CGP/40/3 Folder: Grant Applications: SSRC 1980-83 containing:
   CGP/40/3.1 Copy of SSRC grant application with members CVs and publications attached, dated 12.9.78
   CGP/40/3.2 Copy of Growth and Fluctuations in the British Economy: Projections for Planning. Note in support of an application for finance 1980-85
   CGP/40/3.3 Copy of SSRC grant application with Note in support of application for finance, dated 28.10.81
Application and two copies of Growth and Fluctuations in the British Economy: Projections for Planning. Note in support of an application for finance to the SSRC Consortium for Macroeconomic Research, dated Dec 1981 (It is not clear which is the final draft)

CGP/40/3.5 Letter from SSRC granting nine month extension and financial supplement to original grant, dated 28.4.82

**CGP/41/1-3**  (1973-1984)

Social Science Research Council (SSRC): Correspondence between CGP and the research funding body

- **CGP/41/1** Folder containing correspondence between CGP and SSRC for the period 1973-80
- **CGP/41/2** Folder containing correspondence between CGP and SSRC for the period 1981-84
- **CGP/41/3** Folder containing copy of SSRC grant application and related correspondence between Cambridge Economic Policy Group (CEPG) which ran alongside CGP in the DAE. This includes issues raised between SSRC Macroeconomic Modelling and Forecasting Consortium and CEPG response in 1982.

**CGP/42/1-4**  (1983-88)

Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC): Correspondence between CGP and the research funding body which superseded SSRC

- **CGP/42/1** Folder containing:
  - **CGP/42/1.1** Progress Report for ESRC Grant Reference No. B01250014 (photocopy)
  - **CGP/42/1.2** End of Award Report for ESRC Grant Reference No. B01250014 (photocopy)
  - **CGP/42/1.3** JP Dutne, Progress Report 1986-87
  - **CGP/42/1.4** MH Pesaran, CV and publications list for End of Award Report
  - **CGP/42/1.5** K Lee, Progress Report 1986-87
  - **CGP/42/1.6-12** Correspondence relating to End of Award Report

- **CGP/42/2** Folder: CGP ESRC Progress Review 1985
  - Containing correspondence, notes, agenda and copies of individual progress reports of members, and some correspondence regarding creation of Cambridge Econometrics (1985) Ltd.

- **CGP/42/3** Folder containing CGP application to ESRC Consortium for funding of research from 1987-91, including:
  - **CGP/42/3.1** Covering letter, dated 20.2.86 (carbon copy)
  - **CGP/42/3.2** Research proposal form (photocopy)
CGP/42/3.3 Note to the ESRC Consortium for Macroeconomic Research in support of application for finance over period Oct 1987-Sep 1991 (photocopy)
CGP/42/3.4 Guidelines to Applicants (1985) (photocopy)
CGP/42/3.5 Notes and calculations relating to application

CGP/42/4 Folder: ESRC Grant: 1987-91 containing correspondence between CGP and ESRC regarding failed research proposal application

CGP/43/1-5 (1980-88)

SSRC/ESRC Consortium and Economic Modelling Bureau.

CGP/43/1 File containing correspondence and notes relating to the creation of a new SSRC Macro-economic Modelling Bureau. The CGP was a major contributor of software, data and forecasts. This file covers the period 1980-83.

CGP/43/2 Folder: ESRC Macro-Economic Modelling Bureau containing: Correspondence regarding CGP contributions and Cambridge Econometrics forecasts. This file covers the period 1985-87.

CGP/43/3 Folder: ESRC Consortium containing correspondence and reports on CGP activities for periods 1983-84 and 1984-85.

CGP/43/4 Folder: ESRC Consortium: Macro-to-Micro-Linkage containing correspondence, notes and application proposal for an analysis on the linkage between macro-econometric models and micro models of different sectors of the economy.

CGP/43/5 Folder: ESRC Applic./Project on Industrial Structure (ML) containing application and research proposal entitled Structural change and international competition in Western economies 1973-86

CGP/44/1-4 (1973-1989)

Central Statistics Office (CSO) – correspondence, notes and data including work relating to Production Accounts and Commodity Flow Accounts

CGP/44/1 File containing correspondence with CSO and some correspondence with other government organisations relating to CSO work including Blue Books and Production Accounts. This file covers the period 1972-79.

CGP/44/2 File containing correspondence with CSO and some correspondence with other government organisations relating to CSO work including Commodity Flow Accounts. This file covers the period 1980-89.

CGP/44/3 File: CSO Commodity Flow Accounts 1984
Correspondence

CGP/44/4 File containing working notes, calculations, tables and related papers

CGP/45/1-4 (1970-80)

HM Treasury - Correspondence, reports, minutes and documentation relating to work done in collaboration with CGP on MDM. There is also considerable correspondence regarding the setting up of Cambridge Econometrics Ltd and its impact on the relationship between HMT and CGP.

CGP/45/1 File: Grant Applications: HMT 1973-75 containing Annual reports, Minutes and correspondence regarding financial support from HMT to CGP and development of the Model.

CGP/45/2 File containing CGP/HMT Liaison Group Minutes and correspondence. This group met to discuss developments of MDM and Cambridge Econometrics Ltd.

CGP/45/3 File: Negotiations with Treasury 1976/77 – Finance Containing correspondence and calculations relating to Treasury financial contributions to CGP.

CGP/45/4 File containing correspondence and reports relating to Treasury negotiations regarding commercial exploitation and subscription services for MDM, some notes and calculations

CGP/46/1-3 (1970-89)

CONFIDENTIAL

CGP Staff – Records of CGP members containing Curricula Vitae, references and related correspondence.

Permission to access these files is by written request to Dr Terry Barker, in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998)

CGP/46/1 File: CGP Staff before 1978 containing correspondence and CVs for several but not all members of the project for the period 1970-78.

CGP/46/2 File: CGP Staff 1978-1982 containing correspondence and CVs for several but not all members who joined the project during this period.

CGP/46/3 File: CGP Staff 1983- containing correspondence and CVs for several but not all members who joined the project during this period.
CONFIDENTIAL

CGP/47/1-3  (1979-88)

CGP visitors and Cambridge Econometrics Ltd. individuals who collaborated with CGP. Records include Curricula Vitae, references and related correspondence. Also enclosed are contract negotiations between CGP/CE (1983-85) prior to management buy-out of CE in 1985.

Permission to access these files is by written request to Dr Terry Barker, in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998)

CGP/47/1  File containing correspondence and CVs for visitors to CGP for period 1982-86

CGP/47/2  File containing correspondence and CVs for several members of Cambridge Econometrics Ltd.

CGP/47/3  File containing draft contracts, correspondence relating to changes in contract details, related correspondence to do with negotiations between University of Cambridge, CGP members and CE staff.


CGP Seminar Notices and Notes

CGP/48/1  File: CGP Seminar Notices (1970-84) containing correspondence relating to Seminars, Notices and lists of Discussion Topics and proposed papers

CGP/48/2  File: CGP Notes198-84 containing Internal Notes and Memos relating to internal project matters such as software changes, data, staffing, meetings, also some issues relating to shared work with Cambridge Econometrics.

CGP/48/3  File: CGP Notes1985 containing Internal Notes and Memos relating to internal project matters

CGP/48/4  File: CGP Notes1986 containing Internal Notes and Memos relating to internal project matters

CGP/49/1-6  (1968-1989)

Conferences attended including correspondence, working papers and calculations.

CGP/49/1  File containing correspondence, participants list, notes, working papers including:
The use of input-output methods in DEA
by T. S. Barker (1968)

File containing correspondence relating to Conference on Econometric Models of UK at University of Southampton 14-17 April 1969

File containing programme and provisional list of participants of Fifth International Conference on Input-Output Techniques, Geneva 11-15 January 1971

File: Washington Conference containing correspondence, notes, working draft of paper (presumed) "Exchange Rate Adjustments and the National Economy: A computable model of the British economy" and copies of 3 other participants' papers at the Conference on Analyzing the Effects of Exchange Rate Changes held on 14-15 December 1972 in Washington

File: MDM Paper - I-O Conference '79 containing correspondence, working papers, list of participants, programme of events, notes and papers relating to 1979 Seventh International Conference on Input-Output Techniques held in Innsbruck 9-13 April 1979

File: 1979-84 I-O Project containing correspondence and related working papers

CGP/50/1-3 (1979-81)


This international conference was organised by CGP and involved contributions from the UK, Canada, Mexico, Norway and the Netherlands. The files contain correspondence relating to all aspects of the conference and to the publication of proceedings afterwards.

File containing preliminary calls for participants and papers (1979)

File containing correspondence relating to setting up of conference (1980)

File containing correspondence after conference regarding publications. (1981)

CGP/51/1-4 (1983-86)

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA)
International Labour Office (ILO)
Lodz Exchange

Correspondence, papers and details relating to workshops, seminars and task force meetings with IIASA and ILO.

CGP/51/1 File: IIASA containing correspondence and papers relating to various IIASA workshops and seminars (1984-86)

CGP/51/2 File: INFORM-IIASA containing correspondence, working papers and data relating to INFORM (Project to develop linked systems of national input-output models)


CGP/51/4 File: GP Exchanges – Lodz containing correspondence on conference contributions with University of Lodz

CGP/52/1-5 (1983-88)

Conferences:
Files containing correspondence and related papers for conferences organised and attended in the 1980s by CGP members


CGP/52/2 File: Aggregation Conference containing correspondence and related papers for organisation of the CGP Conference on Disaggregation in Econometric Modelling 13-14 April, 1987 Queen’s College Cambridge

CGP/53/3 File containing papers relating to the 8th International Conference on Input-Output Techniques in Sapporo Japan, 28 July-1 August 1986

CGP/52/4 File: I-O Table Project containing correspondence and data relating to Time Series Input-Output Tables discussed at Sapporo Conference

CGP/52/5 File containing miscellaneous papers from various conferences attended during the period 1975-87
CGP Computer software program development and early simulations
This section contains early data, calculations, programs, papers and notes of
Dr. Lucy Slater, Computer Consultant to the CGP in the early years of the
project. Papers by other members of the CGP relating specifically to the
software are also included.

CGP/53/1 Slater, L.J. (1976) “GEM A general econometric matrix program.”
University of Cambridge Department of Applied Economics
Occasional Papers, 46.

CGP/53/2 Slater, L.J. (1972) “More Fortran Programs for Economists.”
University of Cambridge Department of Applied Economics
Occasional Paper, 34.

CGP/53/3 Slater, L.J. and Barker, T.S. (1971) “REX Regression program for
Titan” University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Economics.

University of Cambridge, Department of Applied Economics.

of Cambridge, Department of Applied Economics.

CGP/53/6 Slater, L.J. (1972) Program REXF Notes on the re-programming of
Rex in Fortran IV (ASA) University of Cambridge, Department of
Applied Economics.

CGP/53/7 File containing various reprints and GPP papers by Dr Slater,
including:
CGP/53/7.1 Dr Lucy Slater’s academic record and list of
publications.
CGP/53/7.2 Reprint copy of Slater, L.J. (1964) “Some experiences
In price mapping” The Computer Journal 6(4).
CGP/53/7.3 Reprint copy of Slater, L.J. (1964) “A dynamic
programming process” The Computer Journal 7(1).
CGP/53/7.4 Dr Slater’s working copy of IDIOM version 2 release 1
(GPM 2)
CGP/53/7.5 Photocopy of MREG version 1 release 3 (GPM 3)

CGP/53/8 File containing second draft copy of Matrix programs in Basic
A set of computer programs to be used in the teaching of matrix
algebra at A level standard by L.J. Slater (Unpublished manuscript)
(61 pages) and some notes on regression analysis

CGP/53/9 File: Matrix Inverse Autocode: containing notes, flowcharts and
program code
CGP/53/10  File: PAI containing reprints and related papers, including:
            *CGP/53/10.2  Slater, L.J. (1972) REGINA A beginner's program for
                          fitting regression equations to Time-series. Translated into Fortran.
                          2nd edition

CGP/54/1-13  (1964-1975)

Computer programs, printouts and data

CGP/54/1  File:  S6 Stone Linear Expenditure System containing printouts
                      and program coding

CGP/54/2  File:  S8 Stone Linear Expenditure System containing printouts
                      Notes and program coding

CGP/54/3  File:  S10 Stone Linear Expenditure System containing printouts
                      program coding, data and notes

CGP/54/4  File:  REX –X Test data containing 6 A3 tables, data, notes and
                      printout

CGP/54/5  File:  RAS 2 containing related GPP papers with notes and printout

CGP/54/6  File:  Exercises on Regs and matrices containing related papers,
                      notes and printout

CGP/54/7  File:  Best estimates SIOA containing related papers, notes and
                      printout

CGP/54/8  File:  Rocket, dynamic version – Bellman Process containing related
                      papers

CGP/54/9  File:  Maximum Likelihood containing notes and related papers

CGP/54/10  File:  MMI TITAN Auto-code containing code, notes and related
                      Papers

CGP/54/11  File:  S10B March 71 containing code, notes and related papers

CGP/54/12  File:  S9A Trends to 1980 containing code, notes and related papers

CGP/54/13  File:  Computing for Economists Lecture 4 – auto-regression
                      containing notes and related papers and printouts

CGP/55/1-12  (1976-89)

Correspondence relating to publications within the CGP

CGP/55/1  File containing correspondence with various publishers
CGP/55/2  File: Manifesto Article 1983 containing documents relating to Which Manifesto? An industrialist’s guide to the manifestoes Article comparing government policy packages
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